
tvlAR Z 2 1959 

Honorable Richard Helms 
-Dlr-ector of Central II).telligence 

,__ _______ ~eIltral _Int:e lligence Agency 

Washington, D. C. 


Dear 	Dick: 

-----':Phank you-very-much --for 
, 

your- -letter -of---March 11.· 
. 

.. Let-me 
start by emphasizing our area of agreement:· it is our .. 

.... -------'-sna:red' obj€i"ct"ive ..·to"cut- away-1nargl:nally'produc::tive .. iilteTI
igence activities. In this light, let me trytb make clear 

; why it is that we cannot now agree with your conclusion 
that the HEXAGON photography would provide additional in

-telligence information sufficient· to justify its signif
icant cost. 

Let me address the question of the relative value of the 
-----B:EXAGO:& system in terms of need, cost and risks. I have 

also attached a paper (Tab A) which discusses the six 

{ 	
specific areas cited in your letter as examples of the. 
special contribution which HEXAGON's performance could make 
to intelligence needs. 

.. 
Need 

1. Initial Rationale and Present Situ.ation 

-As you noted, the initial requirement for a system 
·-like the HEXAGON was set forth by USIB in 1964. Since 1964, 
both the CORONA {KH-413J and the GAMBIT-3 (KH-8) ~ although 

__Jess expensive. systems than the HEXAGON, have- greatly.improved. 
(The chart at Tab B shows this.) Consequently.. the added' 
marginal value of the HEXAGON, if it is used as a replacement 

;~~7° 
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for the CORONA and partial sUbstitute for the GAMBIT-3, is 
now considerably less th~n it may reasonably have appeared 
in 1964. 

- The GAMBIT-3 improved and im~roving performance 
against the surveillance requirement demonstrates there is 
no clear need for the more expensive HEXAGON system as a 
partial sUbstitute in the surveillance role. The CORONA, 
too, as you know, has improved considerably since 1964. In. 
recognition of such improvements in the present mix, the 
OSD study of November, 1968 concluded that the present and 
improving sampling capability of the GAMBIT-3/CORONA com
bination is adequate to meet our intelligence needs in' the 
area of Soviet bloc and Chinese Communist capabilities in 
air and missile defense, aircraft systems, missile systems, 
and naval forces (page 5, par. 8, BYE-78416/68). 

2. Performance and Capability of CORONA/GAMBIT-3 Mix 

- The GAMBIT-3 I s performance for spotting   s 
9~~ of the annual target looks required against all  

. COMIREX targets (USIB D-46.9/l6). This capability will 
further improve. All significant DIA targets are colocated 
with the COMIREX targets now covered. 

-- The CORONA is adequate to meet 
, 

the requirement of 
broad area search of the Soviet bloc and China. (In 1968, 
CORONA provided cloud-free search photography of 94% of 
mainland China.) When CORONA detects new .targ~ts or sig
·nificant changes in previously identified targets, the 
.GAMBIT-3 can be directed to provide high resolution spotting 
coverage. 

Cost--,.......,. 


1. NRO Cost Estimates vs •. Probable Program costs 

- The cost savings resulting from a, cancellation of 
th   mii';-~1t well, I believe, exce,-d the FY. 69-74 savings 
of    based upon the NRO estimates. Savings on the 
or      are a more reasonable estimate. Although 
the NRO proposal indicates that the operating costs of the 
HEXAGON/GAMBIT-3 mix about equals that of the CORONAl 
GAMBIT'-3 mix, it will actually be greater since 

.H2nnl~ .viaR¥EMMI 
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• 	The HEXAGON mix will probably include 5' 
rather than 4 GAMBIT-3 and HEXAGON 

 ons due to GAMBIT-3 I S adv,antage of 
   against HEXAGON's 301l'best'res

olution and due to concecnsfor re
~ility and frequency of coverage~ 

• 	 The CORONA mix will probably not require 
more than 6 CORONAls and 5 GAMBIT-3 I s as 
opposed to the 7 CORONA's and 7 GAMBIT-3 I s 
now in the NRO estimates. 

-
• Tab C portrays detailed cost comparisons. 

• As 	 to potential additional costs for mapping 
satellites, the use of   ing' 
satellites at a cost of   would 

3 11never be seriously cons    he 
system of the CORONA would be adequate. If 
the less complicated CORONA should continue, 
the bulk of the proposed out-year reductions 
could probably be retained. 

Risks 

1. HEXAGON program slippage of 3 to 6 months will probably 
occur due to technical and management complexities. This will 
drive costs up and a slip of more than 3 months will require 
the extension of CORONA production--now scheduled to phase 
out in the next 3 months. 

2. HEXAGON launch rates of 4 per year now programmed may 

result in vehicle losses which would produce a signi~icant gap 

in search coverage • 


. In summary, it does not seem that the arguments for the ad.ded 
-value of the HEXAGON adequately reflect the growing capabil 
ities of our present systemsi the probable added cost· over 
time of the HEX~GON system; and the rel~ted risk of probable 
technical difficulties with resulting delays which would in
crease HEXAGON 'costs and might necessitate furth~r CORONA 
purchases in any event. 

TOP, SEGRET~ 
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In light of the factors in this letter and the attached 
materials, we feel that our original position is justi
fied and my staff is available for more detailed discussions. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosures 
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CORONA/GAMBIT-3 d abilities and' HEXA~ON)GAM{ 1'-3 

.-Capabilities on Priority Intelligence Proble!!!§.. 


, ' 

This paper describes the quality of information available' 

from the CORONA/GAMBIT-3 (G-3) systems mix. aga,inst examples 


__ ,.-c---intelligence problems where HEXAGON ,would make. its greatest 

additional contribu.tion, as provided in Mr .. ::elms i letter to 

the Bureau of the Budget, of March 11, 1969. . 


..",~c'-t2) -Significantly better-intelligence en -Soviet and Chinese 
.. qround forces,· including force compos'itioni readiness,and 

----redePloyment. 

Comment: For·force composition and readiness, the 
GAMBIT-3 resolution clearl ,su erior to· the BEXAGO I'S, 

oesand,wouldprovideimportant-details~on.the qualgx-· 
.and quantity of soviet and Chinese units that wou d not 

---------~;:~;;~e;·;·~~~~·~-~t~ch~e-HEXA~~~··~G~ON~.~.~,··=-~-e~n~c;e;'_G~-~AMB~~ZP~-~3~·-h~a:s=-e:;st~a=b~-, 
Iished the signature or function (e.g., tankor·motori~ed t 

. I " •-;rifle division) of a sround '-force installation, then 
... ~i/<:'subsequent CORONA coverage along with occasional updates· 

_ ~wi.tb GAMBIT-3 coverage is' sufficient far high confidence 
estimates offorce..compasitian and readiness. See for 

; .:.; iexample, studies of the Soviet GroUnd Force equipment 
holdings in the. Byelorussian Military District.' (ciA, SR 

----,IR~1-2-,.Qct:~.~~7-}--aad-Soviet---Mil-itary-Forees-~_on- the 
Sino-Sovi.et Border (CIA, SR IR 68-7, Sept. •68) • 

--,: -"For' redeployment , if it occurs over a period' of 
manths, the CORONA!G--3 can monitor suSh changes adequately. 
tn'the case of quick redeployment, the HEXAGON I s broad, 

------=s=wa€lf-wotflanave -an"--acrvaflEage... ii-{Hgooa-weather.. However, in 
rapid redeployment, any film recovery system· is limited by 
the fact that the satellite must be over the target area 
during the redeploYment under cloud-free au?- d.aylight con':" 
ditions. Even then, the time delay from camera operation . 
to film interpretation is measured :j.n day~&, -The ga.ps, with 
no crisis coverage, between the HEXAGON missions are longer 
than those between CORONA missions. 

BEXAGON/CORONA/Gfu~IT 
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(2) Better insight into the logistic support systems of. 
-j. Communist· bloc countries. 

Comment: G-3's high resolution is valuable in discerning 
some.details of installations and equipment ,that could 
ordo~ave a primary or sUbstitute civilian.use (e~g.;-~-- --- , 

t 	 .truck§C';taken out of civiliein use when'large mobilization 
. occur~l. The Belorussian study I referred to above" based . 

~+~'---:....- on tne~GAMBIT spotting system and tpe CORONA search systems,. 
~_,____ ,~. ____.p.t:oducedsignificant high confidence changes' in' our under' 

.! ,standing of Soviet logistic support. Whiie it is true 
":,,,--r-~,----·--t.1-1a.t-these 	 studies were based in part ,upon low-level oblique 


aerial,~ photography, the HEXAGON would be equally dependent 

onnon~satellite data • 
., 

(3) A marked upgrading in our ability to detect and evaluate 

. --T:--- mobile mis:s!le forces in the USSR which we anticipate shortly 


; 	 linthiscQpnection we must have the basis for confident judg
ments that"deployments have .!!Q.!:. occurred, as well as the ability 
to detect ohce begun). . 

K _ .. ~""", ,~ ., 

Comment.: Given the long (e.g., 2 years) .R & D phases 
'-'-'~":-'ass~Oc:rated with such a new missile, and given the high 

priority G-3 coverage targeted onmissiletest-eenters, 
theG';';$ would be able to establish a signature of,the 
mis~i~~ and its' support elements that could be used for 
later G-3 or CORONA identification of the systems in de.. .. 
ployritent phase. The G-3/CORONA mix was adeguate to detect 

" -,"'-''''i'''"'''''~thedeploy:r:nent along the Sino-Soviet border of ,a tactical 
missile system (SCALEBOARD, S5-l2), which is presumably 
smaller than a mobile missile system sufficiently large 
£&.:.pgse. a strategic threat to the U'.5.· (See CIA, SR IM 
'69-7, feb. '69). -- - -- , - --, 

~ 
)~ Because of the inherent serio~s disadvantages 

of mobile missiles, such as degraded accuracy, more diffi 
'tcult command and control problems, lower reliability, 

li~itea suitable rail or roacr-network, etc.,·the Soviets .'are '~~likely to introduce such a system on a wide scale 
(this is also discussed in the recent CIA-5R document 
'4

,.'-' , referrf!d to above}.
,i 
.-"! 

:~...,.','~ 
} 

HEXAGON/CORONA/GAMBIT 
(' - ~- r' :1-:' , , 
rJ~;-J ~.tL.e 4 
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HEXAGON/CORONA/GAMBIT, . 
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(4) Significantly improved intelligence on a wide range of other 
targets, such as Communist bloc radar stations, and thus facili
tating reduction in certain typ.es of collection activity • 

Conullent. CORONA (KH-4B) ,as thE:. 1968 OSD study and 
recent OAK Reports have indicated, is adequate to 

.:.detect the deployment of all air defense radars and 
missiles, and is occasionally able to conclude that a 
~1site is unoccupied. Moreover, SIGINT satellite 
coverage is targeted to update periodically SAM Order 
of Battle, and the      
will be able to perform such a task in a   . 

 . Finally, we understan~ that the SlOP mission 
planning for air penetration of the Soviet Union either 
avo;ids known sites (available with present capabilities) 
or negates them with jamming or standoff missiles. 

-
'(5) Broad area and high resolution coverage of sensitive areasf . 
-outside the USSR and China, such as the area of Israeli-Arab 
confrontation, the Czech borders, or the Sino-Indian border 

, 
.' 

.~'"'
/.#,j. ,~region. 

comment: In the case of.the  confrontation, 
the CORONA is adequate for monitoring changes in air 

----::-order of battle, and in other areas'· of the world where 
the weather is l~.ss favorable to overhead photography~ 

. all photographic "satellite systems operate within note
worthy limitations. While it is true that the HEXAGON 
.system will provide a better. opportunity for sweeping up 
br?ad area? in good weather, the time delay in film re
covery degrades timely responsiveness and therefore the 
value of any film recov      ON. 

    of       
   but it was not available for use 

when it was needed. 

(6) Substantial improvement of our capacity to monitor Soviet 
adherence to or violation of any future arms -control agreement. 

Comment: Soviet testing of any weapon in violation of 
arms control treaty prohibition would be monitored closely 
by the G-3 which is already targeted with highest priority 
against Soviet weapons Rand D test centers. If the viola
tion is detectable by photo'Jraphy I the higher resolution 

HEXAGON/GAMBIT/CORONA .BYE...:LI.~bJ~-:I:J-.· 
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G-3 will be more able to' detect subtle violations than 
the poorer resolution HEXAGON, and if it is not col
lectible by photography, but rather by SIGINT or HUMINT, 
the 'HEXAGON has no special advantage. 

.-

1: 

;
I 

.' .:. 

.----. 

BEXAGON/CORONA/GA}ffiIT 

.BYE_:lL~kJ_-;.f.~.-. 
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CONTROL SYST~ 

(~,' '* . , 
). 

EQUAL PERFOru1ANCE OPTIONS 

.. _System Mix Options Where :Soth. Meet Current Requirements, 
.- "~ 

Mix Option 1 pelow is currently approved to meet usrB 

'xequirements for -both search and surveillance inFY 70. Mix 

-Option 2 was thati:described-by USlB (COMlREX) in April 1968, 

~.as that future-~col1rbination that would also meet these require

ments. 	 ;:~. 

-,~~ 

--~-

'.:-~ Success£,ul' Unit Annual 
¥ • ....",. 

-----:~1i;~t-6ption 1 Launches Missions   
, "~,f' 

  /per yr. 	CO~ONA 7 6    
G;";4 6 5'    

~j:,:l   '."7'. ·;:Jj·Fff>-L.,,__..___._._________.~ - ':~~T 
~ ~: . 

Comment~: CaL: Nearly all surveillance with best available 
, " 


...-.~.- re$:'olution: (b) Poorer. (6 I -10 I ) - res'olution for 

.0' 	 I 

.-----sei(rch -capabi-lity,-but--adequate to cover- Sino...;.---.:--------! 
~·--·---·~.-.:----'--------,..S-oV~iet bloc: (c) More G-3 missions for technical 

int1lligence: (d) Less risk: and (e)   -year ! 
----'-0.....· os!s (operating    investment    

'-.~-:-~-. 

':-;'~~ 

.Mix Option 2,,~ 


  /peryr. HEXAGON 5 4      
...  :-1Gr.:-::':'3'4 5 4     ,;r 

-.-f!   
+,~ 

',,"" " 
.,'~-'" -~ ':'_.od>.;:.~~,~.~.;r.,~*j· 

Comments: (aflBetter search resolution: (b) Less surveil 
lanqe target looks with best available resolution: 

__-__.__ -----~{=c~),.:jMore risk;    Higher 5-year costs _(see 
comment above:    more than mix option 1).

1
-:i 

Note: The CORONA/~-3 mix would probably produce an even greater 

savings due ~o the following factors: 


,:1
3. Additional 


-	 ---. 5-year· - .1 · -----'-1
'1] 	

savings 
Surveill~nce requirements can be me~ with 

A .. G'"73- mi:~sions per year in mix option #1  
HEXAGON fould probably require 5 missions 
rathertl-tan 4 in each of the first 2 years. 

-'---'::--.- in mix option #2 as the syste~ is maturing  
- Adqitiol)al HEXAGON development costs    

 
These.thr       otal cost, differential 


of          over a 5-yearyeriod·
 
c 

HA V.IA  """'"I"ft.'   DV...1: -.' .1.L.td:.L- ~J... NDLE ....·  
C .. NT·ROL S.¥S.TEM. -" ~~.::" .,,1;. "!~1'.~~-~... 	 Illli.--.-- -- ......• O 	 ~ · ~.:f!l ,.;-~t;.) ......~. 	 __._ •. ~ __ ~ 
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